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While the concepts of superconducting devices are relatively simple, each technology presents specific problems that are
discussed. Professor Rajan Gupta describes the history of superconductivity as we know it today. An introduction to basic
superconductivity is followed by a discussion of its applications in NMR, NQR, Superconducting Quantum Interference Devices
and Magnetics. Calibration-free temperature sensing with a SQUID or a single flux quantum (SFQ) Josephson circuit is
described in the concluding section of this book. The brief history of Josephson devices in the field of temperature sensing and
superconducting electronics is presented. Experimental setup for NQR experiments with tunable RF field. (1) RF coil (4). (2) QTEG (5). (3) Superconducting resonance circuit. (4) Superconducting radiofrequency coil. (5) Coaxial cable. Magnetic resonance
experiments on liquids, solid and gaseous samples using the superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID). (1)
Excitation coil. (2) Q-TEG. (3) Coaxial cable. (4) Q-TEG resonator and shielding. (5) Magnetic resonance coil. (6) Q-TEG
resonator. (7) Center conductor of Q-TEG. (8) Q-TEG series resistor. Magnetic resonance experiments on liquids, solid and
gaseous samples using the superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID). (1) Excitation coil. (2) Q-TEG. (3) Coaxial
cable. (4) Q-TEG resonator and shielding. (5) Magnetic resonance coil. (6) Q-TEG resonator. (7) Center conductor of Q-TEG.
(8) Q-TEG series resistor.Q: What is the state of Entity Framework's T4 support for creating CRUD classes? Entity Framework
is still in beta, but T4 support for generating EDMX and other such tools is well integrated into VS2010, and there are many
great features and improvements in VS2010 over EF4. One thing which is not clear to me is whether this T4 support for CRUD
classes is still in beta, or whether it has matured into a stable feature? I know that T4 support for mapping classes is still in
development, and there are examples of
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